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Welcome

“just saying hi”
Hi there, and welcome to the 19th
edition of Tom’s Tourney. We hope
you had a good day, played fun games,
enjoyed dinner and the atmosphere
on the pitch. To keep you all informed
and happy, TT daily is back again to
offer you a tournament resumé, some
fun stuff, our very up-to-date weather
forecast and a day timetable.
Weather is looking good and
conserning the teams we’re looking
up to three days of high leveled,
razorsharp ultimate. Off course we’ll
point out what we suspect to be the
most jawdropping highlight games of
the next day, so you know where to
go for inspiration if you’re not on the
pitch. Big up to all the teams playing
and our tournament organiser Glenn,
who made this thing work for years and
did it again in 2011. Enjoy yourself and
play to the maximum.

This day

“a little resumé”
Starting pretty intense at 11.00 with
the youngsters of Tchak taking down
Cota Rica, day one of Tom’s Tourney
promises to be a big one. At the other
hand, Belgian Open can’t keep up with
Vibration Old Stars and have to settle
with an 8-9 loss. Future is looking a
bit grimmer even for Belgium after
their loss against the Freespeed red
army. Meanwhile, in Group A last years
winners Cobra Kai are making walkovers
all day, until their third game, where
they have a bit more trouble winning
from Heidees with 9-7.

In the afternoon, we watched a very
close game of Fire of London against
Cota Rica. Some Beautiful long throws
from London and Italians going “Largi,
Largi”. Unfortunately a big discussion
kills the atmosphere a bit at the end.
At the same time Tchac and Ireland
hop over each other at field (?). Both
teams put up a big cup defence,
with Ireland playing really patiently
while Tchak goes for the give and go
approach.
At field 1 CUSB La fotta and Team
Shark play a very tight and exciting
game at 16.00. With equal score just
before time, Team Shark manages to
finish off Bologna with a nice upside
throw. Team Shark, first time in first
division, are really coming in strong this
way. But everything is still possible in
Group D.
In second division, last years winners
Blue Arse Flies do not really live up
to the expectations by getting ass
kicked twice already on the first day.
Funcadelic Disc Band in group G are
running there lungs out to win two out
of three.
In the Ladies Division Hot Beaches are
definitely going strong in Group M.
Winning from every other team with
big scores. Also big up for Plan B and
the Swiss National Team in the other
groups.
While we’re writing this, weather is
turning really bad with the showcase
game between Silence and Cobra Kai
still going on.

Shiva Grings

TT Daily Playlist.

Tonight we present Shiva Grings, a
real entertainer who travels around
the world with his improvisation
show “The Pigeon Chaser”. A singing,
improvising and above all loveable
clown will bring you an hour of pure
improvisation. Every show is different
and uses everything in its environment.
Public, location, wind, even pigeons get
sucked up in Shiva’s Improvisations. Be
prepared for some serious on the fly
action.

Dinosaur Jr. – Pieces
Wu-Tang Clan – Bring da Ruckus
Amon Tobin – Sordid
Phosphorecent – I Gotta Get Drunk
Pixies – Here Comes Your Man
Ramadanman – Blimey
The Rakes – 22 Grand Job
Para One – Nevrosis
Onra – The Anthem
Nhan Solo – Fortune Cookie

“Tonight’s show”

Highlight Games

“where to go for inspiration”
Open 1: Hard to tell yet because only
tommorow new pools will be formed.
But at 13.30 winners of round 1 will
be playing against each other at field 5
and 7. So expect a blast.
Open2: Round one pool winners at
14.30. Freezzzbeezzz - Sun at Pitch1
and Mooncatchers - Mucche al Pascolo
at Pitch 4.
Ladies: Watch out for Plan B - Swiss
National Team at 10.30 on Pitch11
and Hot Beaches Better Half of Mixed
at 12.30 on Pitch10. Some real
girlpower there!

“Stuff we like to listen to while writing
your daily gazette”

Weather Forecast
“Shorts or coat?”

Shit. Tommorow will be cloudy, chance
of showers in the morning but mostly
dry in the afternoon.

